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ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE TOMOGRAPHY DURING GAS INJECTION AT THE 3/_v,A,NNAH
RIVER SITE. A.L._Ramirez, W.D. Dally, Lawrence Llvermore Nattonal Laboratory,
Llvermore,CA 94550.

Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is used to monitor some of the in s/tu
remedlation processes being evaluated for removal of volatile organic compounds from
subsurface water and soil at the Integrated Demonstration for VOC's In Soils and

. Groundwaterat Non Arid Sites, the Savannah River Site, near Alken, South Carolina. Air
was Injected In the saturated zone and the Intralnedair was tomograpl_tcallyImaged by Its

. effects on the formationelectrical resistivity.We foundthat the flow paths are confinedto a
' complex three dimensionalnetworkof channels,some of whtchextend as far as 30 m from

the Injectionwell. We conclude,basedon these results,that the shape and extentof the air
, plume are controlledby spatial variationsIn the localgas permeability. These channels are

somewhatunstableover a periodof monthsand newchannelsappear to formwlthtime.

Introduction
The integrated Demonstrationfor VOC's in Soils and Groundwater at Non Arid Sites

(VOCNAS) was undertakenby the Departmentof Energy(DOE) to demonstratenew or novel
technologiesfor the in s/tu remedialcleanup of volatile organic compounds from saturated
and unsaturatedsoil horizonsat the SavannahRiver Site, South Carolina. We reportherein
the resultsof using ERT between pairsof vertical boreholesto monitorprocessesrelatedto
the VOCNAS: sparglng (injection) of an air-methane mixture below the water table. Our
objective was to use ERT to map the changes In electrical resistivitydistributionand from
these data infer changes, both spatial and temporal, in moisture content in several
tomographyplanes between boreholes.

The successfulapplicationof this imagingtechnique provides a two-dimensionalview
of the subsurface rusistlvitydistribution. This Information helps us to understand the
heterogeneoussubsurface,but what is even more important,is the imprintof heterogeneities
on fluid flow underground. Such insight is useful to understand the effectiveness of the
remedialprocessesas well as the natureof contaminantmovement. Undergroundimaging
techniques reduce the need for the many boreholes that would otherwise be required to

• denselymonitorsuch undergroundflow.
. ERT is a technique for determining the subsurface electrical resistivity distribution

through measurement of injected currentsand resultingelectrical potential distributionsin
' boreholesand at the surface. The bulk resistivityis a functionof moisturecontent, resistivity
' typicallydecreasingwith increasingmoisturecontent. Resistivitityis also dependenton soil

and water chemistryand other factors. Cross boreholeERT is accomplishedwitha number
of electrodes in electricalcontact with the soil mass in each borehole. We apply a known
currentto two electrodesand measurethe resultingvoltage differencesbetween other pairs
of electrodes. Next, we apply the currentbetweentwo other electrodes and again measure
the voltage differences using electrodepairs not being used for the source current. Each
ratio of measured voltage and current is a transfer resistance. We repeat this process until all
the linearly independent combinations are measured.

Results
We rnade measurements between a series of five vertical boreholes drilled in the vicinity

of the horizontal injection and extraction wells (Fig. 1). The ERT boreholes (MHM-13 thru
MHM-17) were constructed by fixing stainless steel electrodes externally to the PVC casing
that was grouted in place. A separate wire connects each electrode with the surface



measurement system, Each hole tlas 21 electrodes, spaced every 3,05 m (10 It.) from the
surface to a depttl of 61 m (200 feet),

During the period between March and July of 1992 we imaged the effects of the air
sparging from the Injection well, ERT data were collected before and during the process with
the goal of producing difference images of the process. The resistivitydistribution obtained in i
the baseline survey was substrated from that imaged subsequently to show only the
changes. Difference Images, (pixelby pixel st_btracttonfollowedby spatial smoothing)in five
planesnear the air Injectionwell,are showntn Figure2. The planes are arrangedso thatthe
sides in common are adjacent. The images_showresistivitychanges duringair injectionas
compared to the images taken before Injection in early March 1992. Only increases tn
resistivityare displayed; decreases In resistivityare not shown in the figure since the effect
we want to observe,air displacementof water, will result in a resistivityIncrease.

. The mostobviousslgnature._inthese Imagesare belowthe water table. The water table
formed a clear upper bound for the largest anomalies. We Interpret these anomalies as

. displacement of pore water by air Injected from the horizontal Injection well. The Initial
' observation Is that flow paths inferred from these Images are clearly not what ls expected

from a homogeneously permeable formation. The flow appears to be channeled in a
' complex three dimensionalnetwork. In the early differencesthese flow channelsappear to

be mostlyconfined between the Injectorlevel and water table surface. This is sensibleas
buoyancywillguide gas flow upward.

An Importantobservation fromFigure2 is that many of the anomalies we associatewith
gas flowin the saturatedzone are in the same positionearly and late in the experiment. This
Impliesthat manyof the air channelsare stable for long periods--evenfor 10 months(results
for the 10 monthcase notshowndue to space limitations). The lateral extent of the Injected
gas plume and the dynamicsof these channelshave importantimplicationon the successof
remedial efforts at the VOCNAS. For example,growthof the channelnetworkwith time will
expose more of the formation to gas flow, and thereby the carbon metabolite to new
populationsof microbes. We wouldreach the same conclusionif air sparginghad been the
objective. In either case remediation is enhanced when the channels involve the largest
possiblevolume of soiland water. Thls may be accomplishedif they moveor growwith time
or if they enforcea longpath betweenthe Injectorand the vadose zone. The natureof the air
channels inferred from ERT is strong evidence for significant lateral flow of injected air
througha complexthree dimensionalnetworkof channels whichare probablydefinedby the
distributionof permeabilityat the site.

Summary and Conclusions
• Sparging resulted in an increasein formationresistivityby displacement of conducting
. porewater by resistivegas. The gas flow paths appeared to be confined to discretechannels

that were fairly stable and probably defined by local heterogeneity in the formation,I

permeability. Such heterogeneityis likelycontrolledby the silt and clay content that is known
to vary over a wide range of spatial scales at the site. Channeling in both vadose and
saturated zones appeared to Decomplexand very three dimensional.
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Figure 1. Planview of boreholelayoutat the VOCNAS
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, Figure 2. Differential electrical resistance tomographs of air sparging at the VOCNAS. (a)
, Difference of images between early and late March 1992. Resistivity changes

in these images range from 75-100 ohm-m (b) Difference of images between
early March and July. Resistivity changes in these images range from 100-300
ohm-m






